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Perception is reality.
Inscription on a medal awarded by the US European Command, Directorate of Public Affairs.

We don’t need no trouble and no war, but there’s still so much that’s worth fighting for.
Rodney P, Trouble (from the album ‘The Future’, 2004, London).

U wey dae tiff Salone money – if u yai nor boss, wan day u go see am.1

Emmerson, U go si am (from the album ‘Borbor Bele’, 2004, Freetown).

INTRODUCTION

This paper analyses aspects of political rule and social domination in today’s Sierra Leone.
The West African country finds itself at a critical juncture after a supra-regional war lasting
for eleven years (1991-2001), a series of massive interventions by UN organisations, bi- and
multilateral donors and international financial institutions after 1999 as well as the withdrawal
of the UN force Unamsil at the end of 2005. Drawing on extensive interview evidence,2 this
paper focuses on the Kono District in the east of the country in order to explore how social

domination and political rule are perceived and experienced today, especially by young
people. Based on these primary sources and with additional reference to secondary material, I
will move from presenting perceptions of everyday live to a reconstruction of social reality.
The material presented here suggests that general statements about the success or failure of
‘state building’ do not provide much insight into the ongoing reterritorialisation of power and
domination after the social disintegration that destroyed Sierra Leone in the 1990s. The state,
understood here as a historically constituted field of power characterised by the threat and
exercise of violence, is permanently reproduced through the actions of social actors (Migdal
& Schlichte 2005: 14 ff.). These dynamic processes of negotiations in their local formations
and with their transnational dimensions are the concern of the following pages.

                                                  
1 Salone Krio; this translates into English as: ‘You who are stealing money from Sierra Leone – if you are not
blind, one day you will face the consequences.’ UK hiphop music critical of the authorities (like the music of
Rodney P) shows some strong similarities to the genre in Sierra Leone. While UK musicians who criticise
abuses of power occupy a subcultural space in their country, their Sierra Leonean colleagues constitute the
mainstream of popular music there. Emmerson’s ‘Borbor Bele’ has been one of the most popular CDs/tapes ever
released in Sierra Leone. See Utas 2005.
2 In the course of the author’s on-going research at the University of Leipzig (with funding from Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG), 80 predominantly informal interviews were conducted between March 2004
and February 2006 with respect to the Sierra Leone case study. The material presented here was collected
foremost in October & November 2005 in Kono District from activists and members of youth groups, chiefs and
local councillors, local NGO staff and state officials. Most names are withheld to protect the identities of
interview partners. The interviews with youth/youth activists have been edited – Krio terms and semantics were
translated into English – in order to make them more accessible.
I thank all people who were ready to share their ideas and knowledge with me. Special thanks for providing
critical help and guidance at different stages of this research go to Ulf Engel and Adam Jones (both University of
Leipzig) and Mats Utas (Fourah Bay College/University of Sierra Leone). I’m indebted to Stefanie Müller
(University of Leipzig) for research assistance and to Anna Stavrianakis (University of Bristol) for proof-
reading. However, I am solely responsible for possible errors and misinterpretations.
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As a general rule, social domination is established, perpetuated and challenged through the
capability of actors to accumulate economic, cultural and social capital and to invest it
according to their interests (Bourdieu 1983, 1985). The social spaces where the constitution of

authority – the capacity to set rules and enforce compliance – takes place, are structured in a
transnational way in Sierra Leone. Strong dependence on development cooperation, credits
and interventions by international non-governmental organisations (NGOs),3 military advice
and the flow of weaponry, internationalisation of the legal system and the importance of
mineral exports all bear witness to the transnational nature of social domination in Sierra
Leone. Analytically, political rule can be understood here as a manifestation of the interplay
between extraversion and intervention. While political actors employ the strategy of
extraversion in order to acquire resources deriving from their dependent relationship within
the international system (see Bayart 1993, 2000), interventions transfer these material and
immaterial resources. They are invested according to the interests of those people able to
usurp them. My concern, thus, is to contribute to an exemplification of the constant

reformulation of power ‘as it moves from command to action’ (Nordstrom 2004: 75).

Extreme social exclusion, intertwined with the political marginalisation of many Sierra
Leoneans, has been identified as an important root cause of the war.4 One possible way to
access the dynamic constitution of political rule in Sierra Leone is through an analysis of
those discourses and practices that help to open or close extraverted, transnational social
spaces. Mobilisations around the topics of youth, development and democratisation must not
be understood exclusively as topoi of extraversion (like Bayart 2000 tends to do). They can
also be described as a social field where the transfer of very different kinds of capital takes
place, not only between local actors and the external world, but also among local actors. As a

reaction to the closure of the discussion about democratisation and economic development,
for instance in 1980-s Sierra Leone, counter-hegemonic narrativa are produced which can
found the establishment of alternative or reformed modes of domination. Richards (2005)
concludes that the rebel group Revolutionary United Front (RUF) functioned in certain phases
like a millenium sect in which the idea of an egalitarian society based on agricultural
production played a central role for identity and group formation. If one follows this
interpretation, the RUF rebellion can be interpreted as a (fatally flawed) attempt to re-
establish sovereignty and autonomy in reaction to the extraverted, neopatrimonial and
dependent state.5

                                                  
3 Figures on the financial flows of Official Development Aid (ODA, that is grants and loans) into Sierra Leone
differ considerably. According to the Human Development Report (HDR 2005: 282), 297.4 million US-Dollars
entered the country in 2003 as ODA. The Central Bank of Sierra Leone (BoSL 2005: 27) registered a mere
102.08 million US-Dollars for the same year. The Development Assistance Coordination Office (DACO/SLIS
2004) records 218.6 million US-Dollars from bilateral and 115.6 million from multilateral sources, that is
totalling 334.2 million US-Dollars.
4 In 1989, the poorest 20 per cent of Sierra Leoneans accounted for 1.1 per cent of national income; the richest
20 per cent held more than 63 per cent. This was one of the highest disparities worldwide. The Gini index was
62.9 – see HDR (2003). See also SLTRC (2004) and Richards et al. (2004).
5 This failure is most apparent in the continuity and reproduction of neopatrimonial logics and ties between RUF
members and civilians. See Murphy (2004).
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So why the focus on youth and young people? The identity marker ‘youth’/‘jeunesse’,
ubiquitous in Sierra Leone as in sub-Saharan Africa as a whole, explicitly refers to social
status experienced as deficient and political ostracism.6 The construction of youth as a stratum

of politically and socially marginalised actors today is a central discourse that produces social
spaces and structures power relations within them. In the words of an adept scholar of that
field:

Claims to the position of youth, claims about the nature of youth, and moral claims about youth are

centrally involved in the reinvention of political and social space. They are used to mobilize similar

kinds of temporal frameworks, in the negotiations of what kinds of power are available and where they
can be exercised, and by whom [...] Youth enter political space as saboteurs – as political actors whose

politics is to open up discourses on the nature of society in its broadest and most specific terms
(Durham 2000: 118).

The empirical material from Sierra Leone presented here helps to reconstruct what role the

youth discourse and its accompanying practices played in relation to the closure and opening
of social spaces, that is the constitution of social domination. Closures and openings of social
spaces in which domination, power and authority are established is a methodological attempt
which implicitly refers to both Bourdieu’s work on capital and its accumulation and to
Gramsci’s writings on civil society, domination, consent and force (Gramsci 1991 ff.). Here,
the closure of a social space is understood as a technique of powerful actors in order to keep
contenders off the game of power. Unmediated force and stiff supression are the hallmarks of
an ideal-type closed setting of domination; the USSR under Stalin, but also Apartheid South
Africa/Southern Rhodesia (today’s Zimbabwe) and the Congo under Belgian tutelage come
close to it.

Closures of spaces of power can lead to the establishment of alternative social spaces that are
only loosely connected to, and sometimes completely disconnected from, hegemonic spaces.
The bifurcation of political opinion into one ‘official’ and one reserved for private discussions
in the German Democratic Republic shows that these different social spaces can co-exist
easily for a considerable time span. In Sierra Leone, however, confrontation and extreme
tensions characterised their relationship (but not excluding situational accommodation). The
establishment of alternative social spaces is a useful concept to understand the modes of
political organisation after the disintegration of the neopatrimonial state 1991 ff., as some
analysts of Sierra Leone argue convincingly (see below).

Openings of spaces of power relations describe a technique of rule as well as a result of social
struggles. On the one hand, rulers might decide to stabilise their authority by including the
interests of those they dominate. Force is, in this case, directed preferably against a
constructed ‘other’ or mediated via institutions (the juridical and educational systems in the
first place). Nazi Germany exemplifies the connection between the establishment of

                                                  
6 See for instance various contributions in Honwana & de Boeck (2005), for Nigeria cf. Gore & Pratten (2003),
for Côte d’Ivoire cf. Arnaut (2004).
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legitimacy and the persecution of ‘the other’ perfectly: the annihilation of the jews, roma,
political opponents etc. – already announced by Hitler and others in the 1920-s –
demonstrated the coercive capacity of the regime and served the material, social and

psychological interests of a large number of Germans, thus established legitimacy. Nazi rule
was popular, because the spaces of power relations had been opened for a large section of the
populace selected along a set of principles which seem to most people today merely lunatic.

On the other hand, openings can also be the product of social contradictions and struggles that
might take very different forms. The end of colonialism or Apartheid in Africa is one
example; others are the bourgeois revolutions in the Europe of the 18th and 19th centuries, the
Russian revolution of 1917 or – more recently – the regime changes in a number of Latin
American countries. Techniques and instruments to open up social spaces of domination so
far closed to other social actors include elections, civil disobedience, mass mobilisations or
armed resistance (from rebellions to terrorism).

The ways in which dominant actors strive to re-integrate defiance into ‘mainstream’
discourses is of interest, as are the circumstances under which this re-integration succeeds or
fails. I argue that by analysing these techniques of dominant actors and the dominated, we can
learn about the character of political rule in contemporary Sierra Leone. Using the metaphors
of closures and openings hopefully reveals, at least partially, the complex dynamics of the
establishment, perpetuation and challenge of power and authority in that particular West
African country.

The following section gives a short historic overview on social (dis-)integration and youth

politics in Sierra Leone between 1991 and today. The third part of the paper then presents
salient perceptions of political power and social domination among young people in Kono
District in the east of the country. Part four details the dynamics of political rule through a
focus on the Nimiyama chiefdom, one out of 14 chiefdoms in Kono District. The paper closes
with the conclusion.

BACKGROUND: SOCIAL (DIS-) INTEGRATION IN SIERRA LEONE

In March 1991, several dozen Sierra Leonean political dissidents calling themselves the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF), along with members of the Liberian militia group NPFL

under Charles Taylor, and mercenaries from Burkina Faso, crossed the border into Sierra
Leone, signalling the prelude to a war in the country that lasted for eleven years.7 In every
phase, this has been a transnational war involving actors and organisations not only from

                                                  
7 On Sierra Leone, see Conteh-Morgan & Dixon-Fyle 1999; Kandeh 1999; Kpundeh 1995; Reno 1995 and 1998,
Ferme 2001. On politics and society in Kono cf. Hardin 1993. On the war in Sierra Leone, see SLTRC 2004;
Keen 2005a; Abdullah 2004; Richards 1996; Clapham 2003; the reports of the International Crisis Group (ICG,
www.crisis-web.org), Human Rights Watch (HRW, www.hrw.org) and amnesty international
(www.amnesty.org).
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West Africa (especially Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria, Burkina Faso, Senegal), but also from South
Africa, Great Britain, Libya and the Middle East. The original core of the Leonean rebels
consisted of dissident students, graduates and teaching staff of Fourah Bay College in

Freetown as well as other depleted institutions of higher education. A number of them had to
leave the country in 1986 because of severe state repression, they assembled in Ghana and
joined military training in Libya under the tutelage of president Ghaddafi (cf. Abdullah 2004).

After the establishment of rebel strongholds in the eastern part of Sierra Leone, the
fragmentation of the already privatised security institutions accelerated swiftly. A coup by
young army officers brought down the APC-government under Joseph Momoh in April 1992.
The military regime of Valentine Strasser presided over the official state apparatus with help
of a civil advisory council that included a number of politicians who still serve in prominent
government positions today. The centralised ‘instrumentalisation of disorder’ (see
Chabal/Daloz 1999 for the concept) under Siaka Stevens (1967-85) and Momoh gave way to

more localised political formations in which the ongoing perpetuation of social insecurity and
unpredictability served as a resource for personal enrichment for powerful actors. It found its
most appalling expression in the terror against non-combatants.8

An offensive by the mercenary company Executive Outcomes9, local ‘self-defence units’ and
Nigerian contingents of Ecomog forced the RUF in 1995/96 to take its place at the negotiating
table and enabled elections in 1996. However, in May 1997 army staff overthrew the SLPP
government under Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, pushed them into exile into neighbouring Guinea
and took power together with the RUF under the name Armed Forces Ruling Council
(AFRC). With the acquiescence of the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office and active

help of the British High Commissioner in Sierra Leone, the exile government (the so-called
War Council) organised finances for the accelerated recruitment of Civil Defence Forces
(CDF).10 Since 1997, the CDF boosted their attacks against the camps of the RUF and the
areas under the control of its factions.

In February 1998 a massive attack by Ecomog, dominated by Nigerian troops, brought down
the AFRC/RUF regime in Freetown. Deployed to Sierra Leone since the early 1990-s,
Ecomog then functioned as the de facto national army (SLTRC 2004: 58; Fawole 2001).
However, it was unable to prevent a renewed attack by the RUF and free-riding soldiers on
Freetown in January 1999. After a new ceasefire, the RUF was offered several seats within
the government as part of a new agreement. However, this body was unsuccessful because of

                                                  
8 See Keen (2005a) for a careful and well-informed analysis of the Sierra Leone war from a perspective that
transcends the ‘greed vs. grievance’ debate. Murphy (2004) describes the language, ideology and sociopolitical
organisation inherent in the terror against civilians by way of discourse analysis.
9 As is well documented, Branch Energy Ltd., a company with close connections to Executive Outcomes,
received as barter for their services the right to exploit the Kimberlite mines in Koidu town, Kono, in a joint
venture with the government (GSL 1995; Reno 1998: 130 ff.). A similar model was practiced by other
corporations active both in mineral exploitation and military services while the national army was left to
fragment into different factions and buccaneer militia gangs.
10 On the CDF see Keen 2005a; SLTRC 2004; Humphreys & Weinstein 2004; Muana 1997; Zack-Williams
1997.
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widespread popular resentment and a split within the RUF leadership. The end of 1999 saw
the start of the deployment of a UN peacekeeping force (Unamsil) which reached a maximum
strength of roughly 17,500 military staff in 2002/03. Only the intervention of British

paratroopers prevented the military defeat of Unamsil after hostage-taking and continued
attacks of RUF members and ex-soldiers, after which the UN established a country-wide
military presence through security and amnesty guarantees to all sides. An estimated 50,000
people died between 1991 and 2001; at times, one in every two Sierra Leoneans has been
displaced within or outside the country.

With the disarmament of combatants (see Malan et al. 2003), international interventions into
Sierra Leone hit an all-time peak. The re-organisation and training of the army (the IMATT
programme) is financed and organised mainly by the UK Ministry of Defence (ibd.). The
Special Court – a body formed by the UN Security Council and the government of Sierra
Leone – hears cases against persons alligned to the RUF, the AFRC, CDF and former rebel

leader and president of Liberia, Charles Taylor as ‘most responsible’ for the war in Sierra
Leone. In some remote parts of the country, especially in the east and north, Unamsil acted as
a ‘proxy administration’ (Fanthorpe 2003: 54) for some time. In December 2005 Unamsil
completed its withdrawal; the UN will be present in the country with the small United Nations
Integrated Office for Sierra Leone (Uniosil).

Five years after the official end of open violent conflict in Sierra Leone, perceptions of the
character and legitimacy of political power differ considerably. While the institutions of
international development aid, most higher civil servants and a number of political analysts
rate the global interventions as a success story of ‘state building’, wide parts of the populace

strongly criticise continued social marginalisation and political ostracism. Institutions of the
state, especially security organs, are often considered as predators which operate outside of
any civil control (see e.g. Utas 2005). The authors responsible for the report of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC), established after the war, record:

Many of the dire conditions that gave rise to the conflict in 1991 remain in 2004. As in the late 1980s,

many young adults continue to occupy urban ghettoes where they languish in a twilight zone of

unemployment and despair. The Commission found that the youth in Sierra Leone were and continue to
be excluded from meaningful participation in the political process (SLTRC 2004: 8).

Economic and social policy in Sierra Leone have been and remain tightly conditioned through
the interventions of International Financial Institutions (IFI), UN organisations and bilateral

donors11 (see for instance Keen 2005b; Fanthorpe 2003; historically Griffiths 2003; King
1966). International agencies of emergency and development aid and in particular the local

                                                  
11 Prominent donor organisations are bodies of the European Union (EU), the African Development Bank
(ADB), the British DfID, USAID, World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF) as well as diverse UN
bodies (UNHCR, OCHA, UNDP) – see Fanthorpe (2003: 55 f.).
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staff employed by them12 occupy an important position in local power structures. They are the
ones who decide over the allocation of projects and financial means and select beneficiaries of
stipends and jobs. This is an important resource in an environment of permanent scarcity that

helps NGO employees to establish a following along patron-client lines. The gatekeeper-
function has proved very important, especially during the war and the appropriate emergency
interventions. In the refugee camps, chiefs and people close to them (often teachers)
controlled the distribution of food and other items financed from international sources (Keen
2005a: 171). Specialists with good connections with the international aid business ‘are likely
to be sought out by the rural poor as political patrons’ (Fanthorpe 2003: 65). One chiefdom
speaker in Kono – an influential politician and successful businessman – reportedly helped to
secure public support after the end of the war by providing a free lift for refugees from the
camps in Guinea to Kono with his transport company.13 The ruthlessness of the scramble for
positions in NGOs or donor institutions among professionals today, owed to the scarcity of
alternative income-generating activities, shocks even observers with extensive working

experience in (post-) war regions.14

‘Good governance’ became a mantra of the political debate in post-war Sierra Leone. In light
of the dependence on international development aid, and diplomatic and military support this
is hardly suprising and could lead the observer to suspect the imposition of a development
agenda by the global north. Potentially, donor influence on the government could be quite
strong indeed, but is not used effectively, according to anti-corruption and human rights-
activists:

This government is overconfident and arrogant. It is taking ownership in a very bad way … The donors
are not using their leverage … The European Union is not very vocal … DfID is strategically placed: in

the military, the police, they employ security advisors – they have [in principle] the leverage to change

things … [but] they still don‘t get the balance right. They are not where the decisions are made.15

According to another prominent activist, the utilisation of credits and aid flows is not subject
to regular scrutiny by donor agencies. Donors, in his opinion, constitute a part of the problem
of corruption16 because they do not inhibit personal enrichment from public development

                                                  
12 Donor organisations present in Kono 2001 and beyond (DACO/SLIS 2004 and own observations) include:
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Action
Aid, International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), International Rescue
Committee (IRC), Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), International Organization for Migration
(IOM), Peace Winds Japan (PWJ), Environmental Foundation for Africa (EFA), Initiative pour une Afrique
Solidaire (IAS), National Recovery Committee (NRC), CARE International, Premiere Urgence, United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone (Unamsil), Cooperazione Internazionale (Coopi), USAID.
13 Interviews, Kono, Oct 2005.
14 Interviews, May 2006 and October 2005.
15 Interview with an anti-corruption activist, Sept 2004, Freetown.
16 The literature on corruption is too vast to be cited here. My review of that subject would start with the tension
existing between liberal approaches to corruption (like represented by Transparency International) and local
perceptions of legitimate and illegitimate economic transactions. As a working definition, corruption should be
understood here as a transaction of (economic, social or cultural) capital that is widely considered illegitimate in
a specific society at a specific time. On a meta-theoretical level, Chabal & Daloz (2006) argue strongly for a
perspectivist, inductive and semiotical approach, also for the study on corruption (ibid.:31 ff.). In a closely
related way, Robertson (2006) wants to bring back the body – ‘as real a body as we can possibly imagine’ (ibid.:
8) – into the discussion.
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funds. There is no systematic inclusion of the populace in the drawing of development policy.
Those taking part in ritualised consultation sessions are said to be partly the same people who
enrich themselves in different ways through development aid. Referring to the compilation of

Sierra Leone’s Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP), the country’s blueprint for
economic policy and a precondition for international loans, effective public participation is
said to have been almost completely absent.17

The concept of extraversion as a political strategy – aiming at the mobilisation of resources
deriving from the (possibly dependent) relationship to the external world – helps us
understand the structures and dynamics of domination in today’s Sierra Leone. Tasks that are
central for the set of institutions we use to call ‘the state’ are delegated to international
agencies and their experts.18 A former Unamsil staff member argued that the 2002 National
Recovery Strategy, a predecessor of the PRSP, was essentially written by three members of
the UN in Sierra Leone: ‘There was no impact by the government that just approved it. It was

only later that it was revised, not by the government, but by outside experts.’19

Similar tendencies have been recorded elsewhere for the health sector, which is strongly aid-
dependent. According to some observers interviewed for a DfID-study (Carlson/Sancho
2004), the external support for Sierra Leone’s health sector in the framework of Global Health

Partnerships (GHP) entails an over-concentration of the government on programmes for
which finances have been made available. This is said to take its toll on the compilation of all-
embracing sector strategies, leading for instance to a negligence of malaria prevention. The
authors come to a deflating conclusion, that: ‘… the weaknesses of the current health system,
outlined above, has meant that the assistance provided by GHPs does not easily reach poor
people, and so the impact on their health is negligible’ (ibd., emphasis added). More than 90
per cent of pharmaceutical products, distributed through the central state and financed from
international sources, reportedly fail to reach their prospective beneficiaries (ICG 2004). I’m
not concerned here with a moral judgement on these practices. Instead, I’m interested in how
the appropriation and distribution of resources like development aid or mineral rents
constitute authority, power and social domination in Sierra Leone.

Successfully practised extraversion – understood here as a systematic feature of a political
system and not as a mental disposition in the first place – implies the monopolisation of
economic and symbolic resources which are not acquired locally or granted by subjects. As
will be detailed for the case of Nimiyama chiefdom (below), the monopolisation of mining
ventures and its rents is of special importance in this regard, only rivalled by the courting of

                                                  
17 Interview, Freetown, Oct 2005.
18 Some prominent actors obviously regard the extremely poor social and economic state as a valuable resource
in order to mobilise international finance. According to a newspaper report, Solomon Berewa, the country’s
serving vice president and a candidate in the presidential elections of 2007, noted in the occasion of the
presentation of the Human Development Report (HDR) 2004 (where Sierra Leone occupied the last position in
the global ranking) that ‘the result will increase donor support to Sierra Leone adding that “some countries are
lobbying for the last position as this will increase it donor [sic] from the international community”’. See ‘Sierra
Leone is last again & Solomon Berewa says it’s good news’, Independent Observer, 19 July 2004.
19 Interview, Feb 2005.
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development aid (see Reno’s work, with reference to Kono in particular 2003: 80 ff.). The
value of diamonds which are industrially and alluvially produced is estimated to account for
400 million US-Dollars (MSI 2005: 3). In 2004, the Ministry for Mineral Resources registered

the export of diamonds valued around 126,5 million US-Dollars (PAC/NMJD 2005: 6), a
considerable increase from a very low starting base. The value of diamonds produced
industrially by Koidu Holdings20 in Tankoro chiefdom is subject to widespread public
speculation; the relatively low exports recorded there contrast with regular private reports that
the company’s higher staff is excited about the fertility of the mines.21 Public income from
diamond exports which is only partly documented include a export tax of 3 per cent on their
value, and dues for the issue of licenses and surface rents. Undocumented income does not
only arise from diamonds, but also from precious metals. Three tonnes of gold were
reportedly smuggled out of the country in 2003 (Peters 2005: 166).

Exploitation of rutile and bauxite has resumed recently. The mining of rutile in one of the

biggest deposits worldwide constituted the most important source of income for the
government before the war (Cleeve 1997). A company called Titanium Resources Group
(TRG) is about to start production with a credit warranty from the US Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC) worth 25 million US-Dollars and 25 million Euro‘ worth of
credit from the EU. The owner of TRG is Jean-Raymond Boulle, a former deBeers manager
who (with his Texas company Sunshine of Dallas) planned a joint venture with the Momoh
government in 1990 which never came to fruition (Reno 1998: 121; see also Reno 2003: 85).22

TRG lists Walter Kansteiner III as a non-executive chairman, a politician and entrepreneur
who served, inter alia, as US Assistant Secretary for African Affairs (June 2001 to November
2003) and likewise as Director of African Affairs at the US National Security Council.23 To be

a successful entrepreneur in Sierra Leone obviously presupposes mortgageable political
connections. This holds true not only for the most voluminous economic ventures, but also for
more confined undertakings. Before discussing one of these cases in detail below, I now turn
to perceptions of social domination among young people in Kono District.

NO MORE DANCING IN THE STREET:
SOCIAL DOMINATION AND ITS PERCEPTION IN TODAY’S KONO DISTRICT

Both Richards (1996, 2005) and the contributions in Abdullah (2004) identify the role of
youth in course of the social disintegration and the formation of alternative social spaces in

Sierra Leone as a central theme. Important group formations refer to identities of ‘youth’,
understood as an identifier for those who see themselves politically and socially relegated to

                                                  
20 Koidu Holdings is the new name of Branch Energy Ltd.
21 Interviews with international entrepreneurs active in Sierra Leone, 2005/06.
22 In preparation for this venture security forces took massive action against un-licensed diamond diggers in
Kono (operations ‘Clear All’ and ‘Clean Sweep’) and forced an estimated 25,000 of them to flee the region.
(Reno 1998: 121). Boulle, a wealthy and polyglott mining entrepreneur from Mauritius, has been active in war
regions like Angola and the DRC.
23 <http://www.titaniumresources.com/about/team.html> [16 Jan 2006].
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the fringe. To be a youthman refers only partly to age. It serves primarily as a marker of (low)
social status and accordant small political influence (cf. Honwana & de Boeck 2005). These
identity formations – past and present – exhibit strong parallels to the Niger Delta of Nigeria.24

Sierra Leone’s music scene – especially the genre of extremely popular hiphop which is
strongly critical of ‘the system’ – and the appendant cultural styles bear the most
audible/visible witnesses to this fact. Music production, migration into the mining fields or to
the global North and a football career stand as the remaining (imagined and real) roads for
social advancement of young people, as Utas (2005) observed in his research on marginalised
young people in Freetown.

The official end of the war kickstarted a remarkable upsurge in self-organised social activism
amongst young people. They established business cooperatives, groups aiming at the
development of a chiefdom, section or district as well as occupational bodies like bike-riders
or tape sellers‘ associations (see Richards et al. 2004). In Kono District alone, one NGO study

counted 141 youth groups with a membership of over 17,000 people (NMJD 2004a)25 which
were predominantly active in agriculture, reflecting the destructive social and ecological
consequences of diamond mining before and during the war. Youth articulate it thus:

Mining is a very dangerous thing. No development that mining brought to this chiefdom. […] We

believe the government which said: Let’s forget about mining, go to the bush and do agriculture, do

farming. It is more important for us when compared to mining. Because you mine many years, and you
cannot afford 200 to 300,000 Leones for yourself. But if you do farming, you can do it. Or more than

that. We prefer farming.26

In recent years a notable re-definition of terminology has taken place. Before and during the
war, ‘youth’ signified socially marginalised and easy-to-manipulate young people who could
be mobilised as shock-troops for political parties, especially by the APC. They bullied
political opponents on behalf of local and national elites into obedience and silence:

[In the past] the youth were so blind. They didn’t even know their functions. And the youth are
productive people.

…

During the past days if you hear about the youth you think about the thugs, during the APC time. We
never knew that youth is something that is the backbone of the country. If you thought about the youth

you thought about the thugs that were coming to fight people, beat them up. The young youth decided
to take up arms because they were nowhere. They didn’t know themselves. The poverty was pressing

them. No job, nothing. So they went to the bush, took arms, came out and fought against the situation.
So this was the cause.27

                                                  
24 On authority, sovereignty and conformist rebellions in the Niger Delta see for instance Eberlein (2006); on
‘youth’ in Nigeria Gore & Pratten (2003).
25 DACO & SLIS (2004) speaks of 455 youth organisations and 14 umbrella bodies in Kono.
26 Focus group discussion, Kono, Oct 2005.
27 Interview with members of a youth group, Kono, Oct 2005. On this subject see SLTRC 3b, chapter 5; Kandeh
1999; also Reno 2003: 80 ff.
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Today, youth and activists of youth organisations emphasise the potential of young people for
the social and economic development of the country.28 The government ‘should tell our
traditional people that youth are good soil, please make use of the good soil’.29 Explicit

reference is often made to the promises of the postcolonial state as symbolised in the
country’s coat-of-arms: unity, freedom and justice; the fulfillment of these promises not being
referred to a distant future but demanded here and now.

Donors, parliamentarians, central government

Since 2002, over 10,000 young people in Kono District have participated in occupational
training in carpentry, construction, welding, tailoring or other re-integration programmes. Just
20 per cent of the participants use their newly acquired knowledge in order to earn an income
(KDC 2005: 14, see also Kapuwa 2004: 41). The training sessions – mostly lasting for some

weeks – have failed to create durable jobs, according to a former staff member of the
government’s NCDDR programme.30 Most youth who attended those re-integration courses
survive as daytallers, within small-scale, labour-intensive diamond production, as farmers or
with a mix of all these activities. The majority of youth are not un- or underemployed; rather,
absense of payment is the problem.31 The effectiveness of employment-creation measures like
the recent ‘Youth Employment and Job Creation’-project (with participation of the
government, UNDP, World Bank and NGOs) is seen with a heavy dose of scepticism. A
youth activist from Makeni commented:

I’ve heard Berewa [the vice-president], Victor d’Angelo [UNDP], the EU and other donors say that
young people are an emergency issue, but as a young man living in this country, I do not see their words

reflected in reality […] They [donors] cannot just sit in Freetown with their computers then come here

in their vehicles and force us to implement projects that I am not sure of the success […]. But I have to
accept, because I am too poor to say no.32

As a reaction to the prominent role attributed to children and adolescents during the war, post-
war youth activism and scientific analysis, the government of Sierra Leone created a ministry
for youth and sports. It published a National Youth Policy in 2004 which was greeted with
mixed reactions. This central policy document emphasises the dangers allegedly posed by
young people:

These youth [in Freetown, IDPs and ex-combatants, re] are bunched in poor sections of cities, and the
rising number of slums in the city center, where they hourly feed western violence-prone/pornographic

                                                  
28 The word ‘rebel’ seems to have been subject of an opposite change of connotation in Kono – from respectable
to despicable; author’s own observations.
29 Focus group discussion, Kono, Oct 2005.
30 Interview, Koidu, Oct 2005.
31 See Youth Employment in Sierra Leone: An Agenda for Research. Wendy Cunnigham & Pia Peeters
(PowerPoint-presentation) 7 Feb 2006 <http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTLM/Resources/390041-
1141141801867/2275364-1141141835963/Cunningham_YouthEmploy_SierraLeone.pdf> [13 Mar 2006].
32 Irinnews: ‘Sierra Leone: With no prospects, youths are turning to crime and violence’. 22 December 2005.
<http://www.irinnews.org/report.asp?ReportID=50827> [27 Dec 2005].
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movies in ubiquitous video cinema houses. The ‘new mind opium’ is the regular viewing of European
soccer on satellite TV. Nearly every youth in urban Sierra Leone is an avid fan of one European

Football club, with school going youth devoting very little time for studies.

Narcotic drug abuse and prostitution are becoming widespread among the youth. There is a causal
linkage between the desire for a daily fix and the proliferation of petty crime and theft. Narcotic drug

abuse and slow economic growth are a lighted fuse on a ticking time bomb (GSL 2004).

The challenge, according to the authors of the National Youth Policy, lies in the reduction of
numbers of ‘marginalised youth’ and the increase of ‘mainstream youth’ (ibid.). Marginalised
youth are regarded a threat which is hoped to be mitigated through their incorporation into the
decision-making process. The balancing act with which political authorities are confronted
was neatly summed up by a moderator of a consultation workshop with young people in
Kono: ‘Empowering the youths must not be misinterpreted as giving them the power and right
to be challenging authorities but to adopt a modest approach to advocating their needs’
(NMJD 2004b). Four local NGOs, financed by international donors, are directed by the

Ministry for Youth and Sports to organise ‘youth coalitions’ at chiefdom, district, regional
and national level.

In course of the workshops, campaigns and lobby activities of national and international
NGOs, donors and UN bodies, ideas about decentralisation of administration, anti-corruption,
human rights and democratisation widely popularised and contributed to a higher
consciousness for the rights of the individual vis-à-vis political authorities. As one
interviewee stated:

The most important thing we learned at the workshop was that youth should have the awareness that
nobody should influence them like the politicians to use them to be campaigning for them, to be causing

danger, to be violent. That youth keep the awareness that they are peaceful citizens. That is one. And

two: We should not be biased. Biased in the sense whatsoever training we receive from the seminar we
need to pass it to our fellows. Whatsoever benefit comes through from the above should reach the

grassroot.33

The ‘youth coalitions’ set up recently are supposed to articulate and channel the needs and
demands of young people to the central government and the local administrations. At the
same time, they are important institutions for social regulation, especially in the area of
organising communal labour and giving support to formal security forces which are
dependent on them because of their lack of personnel and poor material equipment.34 An
officer of the local police unit in Motema described the collaboration between chiefs, youth

leaders and the police as follows:

                                                  
33 Interview, Koidu, Oct 2005.
34 339 police officers of the Sierra Leone Police were seconded to the whole of Kono District in 2005. Apart
from the small number of personnel, effective policing by the SLP is impeded by a lack of vehicles, scant
allocation of finances for petrol, missing communication equipment and a certain public disapproval (resulting
from the undocumented collection of fines and fees). KDC 2005; interviews and author’s own observations,
Kono, Oct 2005.
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If there is a problem, we call on the youth leader in the community, and he mobilises his youth to hold
and sometimes transfer a subject to the police station. If we don‘t know who is a youth leader in a

community, we go to the chief and ask him to tell us who it is. Every village has a youth leader.35

Statistical data on the number, finance and success or failure of development interventions
hardly exists. While official statements about ODA influxes differ markedly and fail to
provide dependable information,36 figures about the allocation of these resources are even
more difficult to find. This general and systemic lack of transparency promotes an ambivalent
attitude vis-à-vis the work of private and public development organisations. On the one hand,

the projects of national and international NGOs as well as donors are appreciated; on the other
hand, there is a perception that development projects are privatised by influential actors –
local staff of NGOs, politicians, contractors etc.:

You see, they [NGOs] are coming here, they are the most corrupt ones corrupting us here. […] They go

and do all the shoppings, they bring everything for us. We don’t know. […] So all what is coming here

– they eat the most part of it. […] You see, these our brothers are some type of people [pauses], they are
all rogues. When they came here they like to satisfy their own pockets rather than solving the problems

of the masses.37

Concern about the privatisation of development interventions is not restricted to the local
level. The award of a government contract is said to materialise only after a payment of 20 per
cent of its volume.38 The former commissioner of the Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC),
Val Collier, prompted members of parliament to initiate a claim for contempt because he
reportedly stated that parliament is ‘now full of contractors and individuals with selfish
interest with few of them having the guts to take independent positions on national issues’.39

Collier was fired in November 2005. Young people link corruption and the private

appropriation of public funds by authorities to their exclusion from local decision-making
bodies, which is legitimised with gerontocratic figures:

Sometimes, the level of corruption is too high, so the youth are not even encouraged [to participate in

local meetings] because they feel that the youth are traitors. When they saw them embezzling the funds
they raised alarm. That is why they never give a chance to the youth to be there in time of their decision

making. That is the only motive behind this thing. So those old age will just gather themselves, then do

what they want to do. No one will know about how the fund is coming and how the fund is going. The
level of corruption is one of the key problems that we need to address, otherwise poverty will still start

to grow.40

                                                  
35 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
36 See footnote 3!
37 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
38 Liliane Ambassa, Big Men Keep All the Money, The East African, 10 Jan 2006
<http://allafrica.com/stories/200601100429.html> [11 Jan 2006]. Various interviews with foreign entrepreneurs
active in the country, 2004/05.
39 Tamba Borbor: 5-count contempt charge for ACC Boss, 28 June 2005.
<http://www.cocorioko.com/news_area> [22 Dec 2005].
40 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
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Extraverted rule which finds its economic and symbolic resources mainly through the
appropriation of a development or mineral rent, tends to be oriented toward the international
arena also with regards to legitimation of its power to set rules and force compliance (Jackson

& Rosberg 1986). According to a study undertaken in 2003, a majority of former fighters
questioned in Sierra Leone believes that appeals to local NGOs (52 per cent) or the
‘international community’ (81 per cent) constitute the most effective means in order to
enforce government accountability (Humphreys & Weinstein 2004: 44): ‘Internal
accountability mechanisms are not seen as credible, when compared to the potential influence
of NGOs and the international community more broadly’ (ibid.).

Many young people engaged in development activities in the towns and villages of Kono
regard ‘politics’ as something that is happening in far-away Freetown, cannot effectively be
controlled and has no meaning for their daily lives and immediate needs. ‘We don‘t believe in
politics, we believe in reality,’ insisted an interviewee on the ‘non-political’ role of his

development initiative in which he serves as a vice-chairman.41 Members of the national
parliament were seldomly held in high regard, and were often not even known by name. Their
activities are regularly seen as irrelevant to day-to-day survival. The ‘political time’ is a term
used for the weeks and months immediately before elections. Then, candidates travel their
constituencies, distribute rice and a range of promises only to disappear for the next four
years. However, open critique of ‘big men’ is voiced very moderately or – especially towards
a foreign researcher – completely concealed most of the time.42 But when emotions break
through, they portray a deep-seated feeling of betrayal and disgust:

All the politicians are lying politicians. They come and tell the people lies, boasting of something that
they cannot even think of doing. Then, at the end of the day, the people go out and campaign, waste

their times, [enabling] the politician to go to parliament. Then you [the politician] cannot do anything

for your people. In Sierra Leone or in Kono 75 per cent are not good politicians.
[…]

They are working in their own interest. For instance if I‘m a politician then I come and convince these
people, they campaign for me, they vote for me, I succeed in my politics, I go to parliament – all what

I‘ve promised them, I cannot fulfill it. What next can I do? All the time thinking of [how to] send my

children to the university, to Europe, to Asia, to different countries. Then I forget that to the poor man in
the village, or to the woman in the village, or to the youthman in the village – I‘ve made a promise to

them. If you want to become a good politician, you should first of all turn your eyes […] to the people
and seek the interest of the people. And they are not working in the interest [of the people]. They are

working in their own interest.43

It stands out as a salient pattern that politics is regarded as outright dangerous, to be kept
distance from, something that cleaves families, neighbours and whole communities.
Continuous reference is made to the misuse of youth as ‘tools’ in the hands of politicians. In
contrast to the embarrassing ‘dancing in the street’ – that is, the support rendered to a

                                                  
41 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
42 Aspects of this communication strategy and the ‘hermeneutic of suspicion – valuing a whole range of cultural
skills aimed at producing and interpreting deferred meanings’ as ‘partly the product of a violent history’ are
discussed in Mariane Ferme’s seminal work (2001: 7).
43 Focus group discussion, Kono, Oct 2005.
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promising candidate for an office or position especially during elections – in order to survive,
‘development’ is associated with individual autonomy. Regularly used phrases to describe
personal independence no doubt reflect the work of human rights- and reform-NGOs as they

include ‘depending on yourself’, ‘self-reliance’, ‘standing on your own two feet’.44

Local rule: chief institutions and district councils

The immediate authorities with whom inhabitants of the provinces have to interact and with
whom they relate in a complex structure are the chiefs of the chiefdoms, sections, towns and
villages. In a situation of constant and extreme scarcity, nobody can risk falling into lasting
disgrace with the ‘traditional’ leaders who control the allocation of land, development projects
and business activities. ‘We can do nothing without the consent of the chiefs,’ was a
sentiment regularly expressed by members of organisations and co-operatives. Because of the

strict limits on international finance as well as individual member fees available for
development projects, youth groups regularly have to turn to the chiefs for support.

Chiefs and their institutions

Chieftaincy, a political system of chiefs on the basis of family and clan (that is extended
family) ties, constitutes the most important structure of power in Kono today. Belonging to a
‘ruling house‘ – that is, a family line recognised by the British colonial administration – is an
indispensable precondition to stand for election to paramount chieftainship. In discussing the

historical roots of the chiefs’ powers, the regent chief of Tankoro chiefdom explicitly refers to
this empowerment by the British empire:

 [T]he colonial people came and they settled here and found out who is the tribal head of the area. They

gave you certificates [...], later they brought this staff and began to give them. These heads from the
colonial times are the chiefs. When they decided that this must be the chiefdom headed by this one and

that one, they did know exactly that this man has been with the colonial fathers. You check the records

and then check the people who know the history. Some are still alive, those people who are 70, 80 years
old. So, colonial documents are part of that process, but also people who know about it.45

In the regions outside the Freetown peninsula, the British empire aimed to establish a system
of indirect control towards the end of the 1920-s in what is today Sierra Leone. Local chiefs

were authorised to collect taxes and other duties as well as to regulate land usage and labour.46

                                                  
44 Interviews, Kono, Oct 2005.
45 Interview with Regent Paramount Chief E.T.T. Nyandebo, Oct 2005, Koidu. There is no space for an analysis
of the different periods of colonisation/indirect rule and its consequences for local rule. With regards to the
paradigm of extraversion, however, the explicit reference to the colonial empowerment is worth mentioning.
46 Literature on social organisation before colonialisation suggests that political entities in today’s Sierra Leone
featured diverse degrees of centralisation. Generally, the restraints of executive power held by chiefs or kings by
their advisory bodies and the high relevance of so-called secret societies for the establishment and perpetuation
of norms and social interaction are emphasised (Conteh-Morgan/Dixon-Fyle 1999; see also Jones 1983,
Abraham 1978).
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That is what they did before, but now their authority was incorporated into the colonial
regime. This had one central consequence: the colonial intervention bifurcated the foundation
of the chiefs‘ legitimation. Obtaining a local ruling title in this patrimonial setting usually

resulted from the ability of an aspirant to assemble a high number of followers by way of
distributing prebends and patronage. With chiefs acting as state-sanctioned agents, they
acquired new forms of valuable cultural and social capital and did not any longer depend
solely on local consent and the monopolisation of violence. Attracting the support of the
colonial government and its coercive apparatus became another option. Once a local ruler
succeeded to reach a dominant position, he was in a perfect position to block rival candidates
and new aspirants (see e.g. Rosen 1984).

The shaky internal legitimation of a number of local chiefs came to the fore especially during
the uprisings that rocked the colony between November 1955 and March 1956. Wide swathes
of the populace rebelled against the chiefs-in-power. The authors of an examination report

from this time noted ‘a degree of demoralisation among the people in their customary
institutions and in their approach to the statutory duties with which they have been entrusted,
which has shocked us’ (GSL 1956: 9). Tangri (1976) interprets the uprisings of 1955/56 as an
expression of both the dissatisfaction by ‘youngmen’ – that is, ‘… persons other than those
holding positions of authority in their chiefdom’ (ibd.: 313) – as well as for the skill of
rivalling would-be-power-holders to instrumentalise this dissatisfaction for their own
advancement. This perspective is convincing as it seems to describe social resistance under
neo-patrimonial conditions more generally.47

During the war of the 1990s, chiefs, their families and property were explicitly targeted by

militias and former or serving army staff. Historically deep-rooted frictions within and
between family lines, young and old, rich and poor, ‘strangers’ and ‘settlers’ surfaced again
and were mediated by violence. This refers to the local dimension of the social fragmentation
which is only now beginning to receive systematic attention by scholars and policy makers.
Uneven allocation of land, the charging of exorbitant duties and taxes, the imposition of
undue fines, forced labour, the practice of polygamy and its consequences, as well as the
autocratic jurisdiction, were all mentioned as causes that led to social breakdown and violence
directed against the chiefs during the consultations for the Paramount Chiefs Restoration
Programme in 2000 (Fanthorpe 2006: 30 f.; see also Keen 2005a: 67 ff.). Fanthorpe (2003)
and others noted that the great majority of Sierra Leoneans living in the post-colonial rural
areas couldn’t access their right to settle and work on land or their civil liberties as citizens,

but only as natives of a specific chiefdom. The chiefs, for lack of other sources of income,
were tempted to make a living from local conflicts and the concurring fines (Fanthorpe 2006:
31). Traditional authorities still impose (sometimes arbitrarily determined) fines today for the
refusal to participate in ‘communal labour’ (which is often the private business of a prominent
person in the community), the lodging of ‘strangers’ without the consent of a town/section

                                                  
47 Much has been written on neo-patrimonialism and its fragmentation in Sierra Leone. Jackson (2004) offers a
biographic-anthropological account that helps in understanding the nature of personal rule and patron-client
relationships and its day-to-day appearance.
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chief or ‘women palaver’, that is, relationships mostly between a married woman and a young
man.48

Paralleling the demobilisation of fighters, the return of refugees from Guinea and Liberia as
well as internally displaced people, chiefdom authorities have been re-established with
financial, organisational and logistical support by DfID, UNDP and Unamsil. In 2002 and
2003, elections for the paramount chieftaincy took place. The SLPP government strongly
supported the re-introduction of the system of chieftaincy as it was keen to win control over
the provinces as quickly as possible. A leading staff member of DfID commented that in spite
of the loss of faith in chiefs and their bodies, most Sierra Leoneans cannot imagine life
without ‘traditional’ authorities.49 Solomon Berewa, the acting vice-president and chairman of
the Task Force for Local Government Reform and Decentralisation regards paramount chiefs
as ‘the representatives of the government at the chiefdom level’. In his view, they are
responsible for law and order in the chiefdoms, and the national government is said to be

dependent on them for consultation and advice.50 While a research report by the Campaign for
Good Governance (CGG 2003) detected only very limited open manipulations during the
paramount chieftaincy elections, a former member of Unamsil emphasised the party politics
in play in the reform of local traditional government that his secretariat supported:

The chieftaincy system is what I call a vicious circle. The president appoints the chiefs and of course
expects the chiefs to drum up support for him. In fact, Kono was an example as the installation of one

chief there was very much contested. In the end the government succeeded in imposing a candidate
against the will of the majority of the people.51

The authors of the Kono District Development Plan (KDC 2005: 11) observe that support for

paramount chiefs – initially strong after the end of the war – diminished. One reason for this
development, it is suggested, is the ‘[p]erpetual absence of some Paramount Chiefs in their
areas or jurisdiction’ (ibd.). This internal ‘brain drain’ into the bigger towns of the district or
the national capital is a systemic phenomenon. The same problems affect the district council,
elected in 2004.52 NGO human right activists criticise the Paramount Chief Restoration
Programme that catered for chiefs’ houses, with help of DfID, as a ‘complete failure’. Again

                                                  
48 Interviews Kono, Oct 2005. See also Mohamed Massaquoi, Kenema Youths Call for Civil Society
Intervention in Traditional Court Levies, Concord Times 5 Jan 2006
<http://allafrica.com/stories/200601050419.html> [10 Jan 2006]. Formally, the extent of a fee is determined in
the by-laws of the communities, subjected to approval by the paramount chief as well as the chiefdom committee
(ibd.). On customary justice in Sierra Leone, see especially Alterman et al. 2003.
49 Interview with DfID Senior Advisor, May 2004, London.
50 Marian Samu, Paramount Chief Of Sandor Chiefdom Installed. 6 June 2005.
<http://www.statehouse-sl.org/sandor-chief-june7.html> [21 Dec 2005]. The legal foundations of local rule
today are the constitution of Sierra Leone from 1991, the Local Government Act from 2004 and its respective
statutory instruments. Cap. 61 of the Laws of Sierra Leone – generally referred to as the Chiefdom Authorities
Act –, which is based on the Tribal Authorities Ordinance of 1937 and its several amendments, sets out the
powers and duties of the chiefdom governing councils. Thanks to Richard Fanthorpe for help on that point
(eMail-communication, June 2006).
51 Interview, Feb 2005. In Chiefdom Gbense (Kono) Sahr Emmanuel Bona, an aspirant for the paramount
chieftaincy, was refused candidacy with the argument that he doesn’t belong to a ruling house. (CGG 2003: 35
f.).
52 Interview, Oct 2005, Kono.
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it is emphasised that most of the chiefs do not reside in their districts, but live in Freetown,
‘knocking on doors’ in search for contracts and government postitions.53

The proceeds from the lease of land for mining and agriculture, local taxes, duties and fines as
well as allocations by the central government constitute the most relevant official financial
inflows going to chiefdom authorities. Chiefs’ power is also based on their rights to allocate
land for subsistence agriculture, to name the chairmen of local courts, to issue construction
permits and to expel people from the chiefdom who are in their view objectionable. For the
large majority living in the provinces, the formal juridical system is not accessible as it is
completely absent or it would be unaffordable to try (see Alterman et al. 2003; also Utas
2005). Consequently, they have to subject themselves to the local jurisdiction which is closely
connected to the chiefs. The cultural capital that comes along with a chieftaincy title and its
transformation into economic capital is moreover displayed by the gatekeeper role that chiefs
occupy with regards to development projects, economic endeavours, and their central role in

the mobilisation of party support in course of elections:

Some people can come when they [are] in need for power. So they come through to the youth. They

come through to the town authorities, the chief. So when the chief passes the matter to the youth we
give support.54

In 2003, chiefdom authorities in Kono received 246 million Leone (93,854 Euro) which was
supposed to be distributed as micro-credits amongst 2460 beneficiaries. More than a quarter
of this money disappeared (KDC 2005) because most of these finances were not delivered but
invested into private business activities of chiefs.55 Finances from the Diamond Area
Community Development Fund (DACDF)56 were distributed until the end of 2004 exclusively
via the paramount chiefs. In course of the first allocation of a DACDF-tranche, ‘widespread
mismanagement’ was observed.57

Nevertheless, generalisations about the legitimacy of these ‘rulers for lifetime’ are difficult.
The passive and active affirmation of their rule varies markedly from chiefdom to chiefdom,

town to town and section to section. This should not come as a surprise in a system of
personal rule like the provinces of Sierra Leone. Moreover, even in chiefdoms where
traditional authorities are widely seen as corrupt and unaccountable, the institution of the
chief itself and its representative role is seldom questioned:

                                                  
53 Interviews, Oct 2005, Freetown.
54 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
55 Several interviews, Kono and Freetown, Oct 2005.
56 The Diamond Area Community Development Fund, established in 2001, transfers a quarter of 3 per cent
export tax on diamonds to the diamond producing chiefdoms of Sierra Leone. The allocation follows the number
of the mining licences that are issued in the respective chiefdoms. Between 2002 and 2004, roughly 1.7 million
US-Dollars have been allocated for the country as a whole (calculations by PAC/NMJD 2005: 6).
57 The authors of the report detail: ‘The MMR [Ministry of Mineral Resources] wanted a slower, more
bureaucratic procedure with more safeguards, but the US embassy insisted on a rapid disbursement’ (Care/CAII
2002: 19). Another review of DACDF is about to be completed.
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The paramount chief in the first place will be there to organise all local chiefs. He is there to see that all
those areas get their appropriate chiefs. The voice of the people, the one that the people will choose that

he should be their leader. In case of any problem within the chiefdom – he is there to address it, to make

sure that there is peace within the chiefdom.58

However, young people are critically aware of their importance for the legitimation of local
rulers and the fact that chiefs are dependent on the support of the populace, and the youth in
particular:

He is of course the paramount chief, but he is supported by the youth. Without the youth – no
paramount chief. Because we do the labour. We are active in all activities. […] So I‘m important, the

most important person in the chiefdom. Because without me, the paramount chief would be tormented.
Because he will never see these roads brushed neither communal labour, cleaning the town and market

areas.59

Apparently, popular support for traditional authorities is especially strong in those
communities, towns or sections in which the populace (especially young men) and power
holders had to share common war experiences – be it because of displacement or because of
membership in local defence units. In contrast to the RUF, the CDF has been an organisation
deeply anchored in the local social structures. 77 per cent of those ex-members of the CDF
who participated in a study by Humphreys and Weinstein were recruited by relatives, friends

or prominent actors in the communities; two thirds had a family member in the CDF before
joining themselves (Humphreys & Weinstein 2004: 24). A former staff member of NCDDR
in Kono estimates that 95 per cent of CDF fighters joined voluntarily.60

After the end of the war, a number of CDF veterans were elected local chiefs. The bond and
the attachment between ex-fighters and newly elected chiefs and former comrades is
strengthened through the common membership in secret societies.61 Secret societies have
played a role in the organisation of the CDF that cannot be overestimated. They continue to
constitute a major societal institution:

What aspects of traditional culture do you like most, are you eager to preserve?
Like here, we have our own traditional culture. We have Poro society, that is one of our traditional
culture, we have Bundu society for the women side. They are all here. So we participate in all these

cultures.
Why are these cultural institutions important?
You see, like our traditional culture it makes us know that the land is our land. And when we meet in
our own cultural ways we know what to do and it brings us together so that we can get the same idea.

The traditional culture is really important because it gives us ideas. It teaches us about the past. So we

take it really, really important.

                                                  
58 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
59 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
60 Interview, Koidu, Oct 2005. The line between voluntary and forced conscription, however, is blurred,
especially in times of a disastrous social breakdown as in the 1990s in Sierra Leone.
61 See e.g. Ellis & Ter Haar (2004) for society, religion and power in contemporary Africa of which different
forms of secret societies are a vital part. On the importance of female secret societies in Freetown see Knörr
(2006).
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[…]
At times when you get difficulties it is better for you to have a place to go and hang head, when you are

really in doubt. … So this is one of the most important areas: to have a culture at your back. Because

when you are in difficulties in the town you get back to your bush, consult your people. You get support
from them, then you go. Then you see what you do. Your mission will go through.

[…]
This culture helped us through this war. Through this culture we have some powers and black magic to

fight those rebels … So we like it, we like culture.62

Local councils

In the course of the politics of decentralisation, the national government, its agencies and
donors re-introduced district and local councils in 2004. The local administration was
abolished in 1972 by the then-president Siaka Stevens (Conteh-Morgan & Dixon-Fyle 1999:

106 f.); administrators seconded by the central government took over its functions. Elections
for the 13 district councils, five town councils and the Freetown city council were held in May
2004. Until 2008, local councils are supposed to take over a range of challenging tasks which
were – at least in theory – the responsibility of the central government in Freetown. This
devolution of tasks concerns the areas of health, education, upkeep of roads and other
infrastructure, the coordination of mining licences, registering, usage and planning of land,
the delivery of water and sanitation services, town and village development and interventions
in agriculture.

It is rather early to judge the work of the councils at that time because self-raised finances
(through taxes and duties) are limited, and they are strongly dependent on allocations from the

national budget as well as the Institutional Reform and Capacity Building Project (IRCBP) of
the World Bank. The latter made a fund of 25 million US-Dollars available from which
development initiatives in all districts are supposed to be financed. The Kono District Council
received between June 2004 und July 2005 altogether approximately 640 million Leone
(225,000 Euro as of 1 July 2005).63

According to estimates, roughly 40 per cent of the 2.2 million registered voters took part in
the local elections.64 The population’s expectations of local representatives are high. Quite a
large number of KDC councillors were engaged before their election in local youth

                                                  
62 Focus group discussion, Kono, Oct 2005.
63 117,973,000 Leone (41,500 Euro) have been allocated from the national budget for administrative costs and
allowances for the 29 councillors. From the World Bank’s ICRBP funds 253,540,000 Leone (89,000 Euro) were
received. Finances from the Development Area Community Development Fund (DACDF), for which the
paramount chiefs were the sole recipients until May 2004, 212,895,105 Leone (20 per cent of DACDF for Kono
District, 74,800 Euro) have been allocated to KDC between June and December 2004. Moreover, the KDC is
entitled to 40 per cent of local tax of altogether 213,070,000 Leone (85,228,000 Leone, 30.000 Euro). Sources:
accountance books of the KDC, interviews Freetown, Oct 2005. Figures have been compiled with care and
cross-checked, but should be treated with caution, however.
64 Sierra Leone: First local polls in 32 years marred by low turn out, 24 May 2004.
<http://www.irinnews.org/report.asp?ReportID=41243&SelectRegion=West_Africa&SelectCountry=SIERRA_
LEONE> [22 Dec 2005].
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organisations, like the Movement of Concerned Kono Youth (Mocky) or the Young
Associates for the Development of Nimiyama (Yaden), and enjoy considerable support of
these bodies and its large followerships in the wards. The social bonds between candidates

and the people they represent could, nevertheless, be weakened in the future. Successful
candidates are often people with a good education and/or a business career behind them, and
they are unlikely to find an appropriate job in their places of origins. Therefore, they settle in
Koidu, the district capital.65 Furthermore, the deplorable state of infrastructure in Kono
exacerbates ineffective communication between communities and their local representatives.
While in a number of the communities visited, youth organisations constitute the main pillar
of the newly elected councillors, the beginning of disillusionment in others has been put on
record:

We don‘t know what is even going on. They don‘t meet with us. The [local government] act stated that
to form a ward committee should be by election, democratically. Those people [in the ward committees]

were just selected, in their own interest. So whatsoever is coming no one should know and there is

nobody to question them. […] The councillors […] didn‘t allow elections for the ward committee.66

THE EYE OF THE YOUTH: THE CASE OF NIMIYAMA CHIEFDOM

Recent developments in Nimiyama Chiefdom, Kono District, provide material from the local
level regarding the ways in which the social and cultural capital transferred by international
interventions can be used by ambitious political actors in order to challenge extraverted rule
and enforce an opening of these social spaces.67 The structures and actors of paramount
chieftaincy in Nimiyama are widely considered to operate outside of any public control. Until

recently, positions on important local committees like those for development or mining have
been the fiefdoms of a tight-knit circle that assembles around the speaker of the chiefdom.
Affiliation to the same age group and the joint initiation into the local secret society
constitutes a major tie between influential actors. The speaker of the chiefdom acts as a de

facto paramount chief because of the old age and the ill health of the incumbent. The
whereabouts of those international finances distributed in 2003 for a micro-credit programme
to the chiefdom authorities is unclear. According to widely held opinion they were used for
the private economic endeavours of the chiefdom authorities. There is not much to show for
the regular allocations from the DACDF which are calculated to amount to a minimum of 237
million Leones (94,000 Euro).68 The ACC investigated some of the authorities in the chiefdom
at the end of 2004.

                                                  
65 Interviews, Koidu, Oct 2005. See for a critique of the work of local councils for instance Mohamed
Massaquoi, KTC Damned for Nonperformance, Concord Times, 6 Jan 2006
<http://allafrica.com/stories/200601060464.html> [10/1/2006].
66 Interview, Kono, Oct 2005.
67 In this part, I’m referring to interviews conducted in Kono (Koidu and several localities in Nimiyama
Chiefdom), Oct 2005, if not stated otherwise.
68 KDC (2005); Interviews, Kono, Oct 2005.
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In May 2005, the speaker and two of his close confidants signed – on behalf of the chiefdom –
a contract with a mining company registered in Great Britain named Milestone Trading Ltd.
(MTL).69 This contract awards exclusive rights to MTL for the exploration and exploitation of

diamonds on a unusual large area of land (1,000 acres) along two diamond-rich rivers.
According to the document, MLT intended to invest 15 million US-Dollars; profits were
supposed to be shared between the company and the chiefdom at 70:30 ratio. In the case of
profitable exploitation, the company commits itself to pay a monthly settlement of 10,000 US-
Dollars to the chiefdom. Rather flippant reference is made to development projects whose
nature is not detailed; an environmental impact assessment, mandatory for every large mining
venture, is not mentioned at all. There is widespread rumour of a considerable – of course
undocumented, because technically illegal – signature bonus paid by MTL to those who
signed the contract on behalf of the chiefdom. This is vehemently denied by the respective
persons.

MTL already attracted public interest in the first half of 2005, especially in Great Britain, in
connection with allegations against Tory MP Tony Baldry, published by the Times and other
newspapers.70 Baldry, at that time the chairman of the International Development Committee
of the UK parliament – thus responsible for the screening of development aid, inter alia to
Sierra Leone – has been incriminated through his position and good personal contacts with
president Ahmad Kabbah, vice president Solomon Berewa and other high-ranking Sierra
Leonean politicians in the lobbying for the issuing of a diamond licence for MTL. According
to a report by The Times71 MTL had been blacklisted in 2004 by the Anti-Corruption
Commission (ACC) of Sierra Leone because of alleged connections between its directors and
‘mafia figures’. After an exchange of letters between Baldry (who had a personal interest in

MTL via his company Red Eagle Ltd.) and Berewa this ban has been lifted. Baldry once
practiced law at the same chambers as Kabbah and today leads the chambers that represents
the interests of the Sierra Leone government vis-à-vis the UK government, The Times

reported.

Back in Sierra Leone, demarcation of the respective area was arranged for a day in June 2005.
It was only on that day that the town chief of Masabendu and the inhabitants of the Bafinfeh
Section of Nimiyama Chiefdom were informed about the intended mining venture. The
chiefdom speaker and one of three councillors of the chiefdom (who was also the chairman of
the demarcation committee), escorted by two dozen young men, turned up at the town chief’s
house. The news they brought took the people by surprise. The sheer size of the mining

ground and the fact that it should comprise sections of the township instigated strong rejection
among the populace which depend heavily on alluvial diamond production for daily survival.
This and another attempt to demarcate two weeks later was blocked by infuriated inhabitants.

                                                  
69 Joint Venture Agreement between Milestone Trading SL Ltd. & Nimiyama Chiefdom, May 2005.
70 See for a collection of relevant material the Third Report of the House of Commons’ Standards and Privileges
Committee, 20 July 2005: < http://www.parliament.the-stationery-office.co.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/
cmstnprv/421/42102.htm> [8 Mar 2006].
71 See ibd.
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The disadvantageous reputation of MTL in neighbouring Sandor chiefdom and that of a
mining company by the name of AV Charge, active in Nimiyama for a while, did not help
temper public indignation that was spearheaded by local youth organisations. A youth activist

in Masabendu warned in a radio broadcast about a forceful demarcation of the area:

We don’t know about any agreement. Not at one time they called for a meeting to enlighten us about

any agreement with any company. We’ve just seen the chief [referring to the chiefdom speaker] with
many youth having cutlasses in that area saying they will go and demarcate. At that time, we got

nobody to call on to help. So we reported this matter to the councillors. […] We beg the government to

look into this. The peace of this country cost the international community and the government dear. We
don’t want to go back there. But if there is any forceful demarcation we the youth will not be delighted

and will fight against it.72

In response to the widespread rejection of the mining deal, the weekly sitting District Security
Committee (DISEC)73 in Koidu decided to discontinue this specific demarcation exercise as it
was feared that the conflict could endanger public security and brought the developments to
the knowledge of the National Security Committee.

Two local councillors, elected in 2004 as members of the newly established Kono District
Council, played a prominent role in the mobilisation against the award of the diamond license

to MTL. Both men occupied leading positions at a local organisation called Young Associates
for the Development of Nimiyama (Yaden). This organisation was founded in 2000 by
inhabitants of Nimiyama displaced in Freetown. Yaden co-ordinated and organised the
reconstruction of Sewafe (the chiefdom headquarter) as well as other towns and villages in the
chiefdom. It worked to prevent violent conflict between young armed men and the returning
refugees within Sewafe/Nimiyama area which has been a strategic location in the war of the
1990s. It did so by integrating some of the more confrontational militia commanders into its
structures.

In 2002, a group around the chiefdom speaker split from Yaden, calling itself Konomokoe
since then. The relationship between both organisations has been strained. Tensions

developed mostly around the allocation of sub-contracts for development projects.
Konomokoe allegedly tried to profile itself as a ‘Kono only’ organisation, representing the
‘sons of the soil’.74 Both candidates reported the obstruction of their election campaign for the
local elections by the chiefdom authorities, who are said to have been keen to press through
candidates of their own choice. One strategy used to intimidate would-be voters, a number of

                                                  
72 Talking Drum Studio, 6 Oct 2005, 6.30 pm: Complaints from Nimiyama on dubious diamond sale -

<http://websrvr81il.audiovideoweb.com/il81web25004/TDS/CGNF526.m3u> [12 Nov 2005]. Own translation
from Krio.
73 DISEC is the highest security organ in the District. It assembles local councillors, representatives of chiefs,
police, army, Unamsil and Ecomog (until their withdrawal), religious organisations and donor bodies.
74 Kono in general, and the diamond-affluent parts in particular, are inhabitated by people regarding themselves
to be part of a variety of ethnic (sub-) groups: Kono, Mende, Kuranko, Temne, Fula, Mandingo and others all
live here. Add people with different nationalities as well. As the Kono District Council rightly states (KDC
2005), the district is a truly multicultural place.
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residents said, were only cautiously detailed ‘cultural threats’ in which the dancing and mask
rituals of the Poro society obviously played a role. The councillors appreciated an education
campaign by local human rights groups, financed with international funds, about democratic

rights, the procedure of the elections and the structure of local authority institutions. They
regard these interventions as having had a decisive impact on their success. Both mobilised
their followership with the help of the youth coalition of the chiefdom which understands
itself as a lobby group against abuse of power and corruption:

The problem in the chiefdom are the chiefs. Transparency and accountability should be on all levels.
They believe in force and embezzlement, we believe in transparency, education and sensitisation. The

coalition is the eye of the youth.75

The central importance of cultural and social capital that had been transferred by international
interventions is acknowledged not only by those aspiring political actors, but also by local
rulers. The institutions of the UN, NGOs and donors brought, according to the words of the
two local councillors, the ‘new ideas of transparency and accountability’. They explicitly ask
for the interventions of lobby groups ‘in order to teach the chiefdom authorities what role they
have to play’. The third councillor, close to the chiefdom speaker, also affirms its decisive
impact, although with an understandably differing feeling, instructing young people that they
‘have to be aware that they are the leaders of tomorrow, not today.’76

CONCLUSION: CAPITAL FLOWS AND SOCIAL DOMINATION

In Sierra Leone, contentions about the responsibilities, rights and needs of young people did
not start with the end of the war. Especially towards the end of the more or less centralised
neo-patrimonial rule under Stevens and Momoh, social resistance, counter-hegemonic
narratives and defiant practices established themselves within study groups at the institutes of
higher education. In course of the Strasser coup and with the beginning of the rebellion
instigated by the RUF, a wide popularisation of ideas took place which demanded the

immediate fulfilment of the promises that the post-colonial state deferred for decades. Unity,
freedom and justice – the heraldic motto of Sierra Leone – were no longer simply abstract
slogans, but moved to the centre of politicial discourse, called for here and now.77 The
rebellion against the repressive predatory rule of a small, extraverted oligarchy transformed
itself into an individualised, conformist revolt. The reasons for that dramatic change are still
not clear in their complexities, and they surely involve the decisions and actions of
strategically well-placed actors. Further exploration of the capsizing of a legitimate social

                                                  
75 Member of the Nimiyama Youth Coalition, Interview, Oct 2005.
76 Interviews, Sewafe & Koidu, Oct 2005.
77 Compare Cleo Hanciles’ statement at the TRC thematic hearing in Freetown, 5 May 03 (audio file in the
archive of the author). Hanciles, a lecturer at Fourah Bay College and influential political activist there in the
1980-s, was dismissed in 1985 for his political activities. In his view expressed at the TRC hearing, the NPRC,
the early RUF, pro-democratic mobilisations against the AFRC and the restoration of the SLPP government
(1997/98) are the result of one and the same trajectory.
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movement into the rule of gangs, guns and violence might be of urgent relevance, not only for
Sierra Leone, but also for a number of other West African countries.

Documentation available so far suggests (at a fairly abstract level) that the intended break-up
of those extraverted social spaces where domination, its norms and rules are bargained over
remained an unfinished business in the early 1990s. Instead of an opening up of social spaces,
alternative arrangements of domination developed. In those areas under the control of groups
aligned to the RUF, former and actual members of the army, or parts of the CDF, the localised
instrumentalisation of disorder and social instability promised a chance for social
advancement for some (maybe for more than in the years before) and subjugation of the
majority. Social breakdown, war and day-to-day violence also went hand in hand with the
overthrow of gerontocratic rule – indeed a dire ‘end of the representation of youth by adults’
and a raucous cry for ‘a life to live, here and now’ (Diouf 2005: 231) in the midst of the valley
of death.

The re-territorialisation of power and domination after the official end of the war takes place
in the course of one of the most massive interventions in the country’s history. Through these
interventions, economic, social and cultural capital has been transferred from the outside
world to that particular place in West Africa. It provided a great part of those resources that
were concurrently used for a negotiated reconstruction of local rule. The regulation of
institutions of the central state mediates itself in Kono indirectly through ‘traditional’
authorities, the chiefs, as well as through structures of the ruling party SLPP and the
district/town councils. The central state’s institutions – if present at all – are only weakly
equipped in terms of personnel and finance. They have a strongly circumscribed importance

for most people living in Kono District.

The power of the chiefs is most clearly displayed within the local justice system, the
allocation of land and development aid as well as the organisation of communal work.
Generalised statements about the legitimacy of those powerful rulers are difficult, perhaps
impossible, due to the strongly personalised nature of domination. However, the interview
evidence collected and other available material suggest an overwhelming affirmation of the
institution of chiefs and strong social pressures on those who might fancy other modes of
social organisation.78 Those stiff restrictions on the possibility to openly question the
institution of chiefs‘ rule itself can partly explain why the RUF rebellion was marked by
extreme violence against these power-holders. But change has happened: in contrast to two

decades ago, a fair number of section and town chiefs are literate today. Some paramount
chiefs hold a high school or university degree and worked in important positions at
universities or state institutions. From the top to the bottom, there is a certain understanding
among chiefs of the role that irresponsible and unaccountable local rule played in course of
the social fragmentation of the 1980s/90s.

                                                  
78 This situation strongly differs from Freetown (where no chieftaincy system exists) as well as from other urban
centres like Bo, Makeni or Kenema. Youth organisations can act much more autonomous from the chiefs there
when compared to Kono (more so outside Koidu).
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Connotations of the term ‘youth’ have changed considerably. It was widely used to describe
marginalised actors in the services of political entrepreneurs before and during the war.

Today, independence and individual autonomy vis-à-vis those actors as well as social
development are central issues for respective organisations and their activists. Their practice
mirrors both a rejection of gerontocracy as well as its continuation in new forms. Place of
origin and age constitute important capital for actors to be able to place themselves
prominently within this social field. Calls for democracy and human rights, transparency and
accountable security institutions with explicit reference to liberal norms and values offer
youth organisations entry points for the opening of social spaces so far closed to them. The
prominent role of agricultural cooperatives suggests a relativisation of the political strategy of
extraversion which is, however, perpetuated by the strong dependence on international
finance and support.

In the debate on ’good governance’ in Sierra Leone, dominant social actors are only partially
able to monopolise cultural, social and economic capital transferred by international
interventions. The case of Nimiyama chiefdom suggests that the re-introduction of local
councils in 2004 has resulted in the ascendence of new actors who try to boost their
legitimacy, social status and regulatory powers by supporting popular demands against elite
interests. Within the conflicts over ‘good governance’ in Nimiyama, cultural capital is of
central importance both for ambitious rulers and incumbents. Rival explanations and
understandings of the world confront each other in an almost ideal type-manner: on the one
side the knowledge acquired at workshops and lobby campaigns concerned with
decentralisation, transparent rule and human rights; on the other the secret knowledge of local

societies, their rites and powers. However, this should not lead us to revert to a tradition-
modernity dichotomy (cf. e.g. Chabal & Daloz 2006). Local councillors, youth activists and
democracy campaigners are, after all, also members of secret societies, sons and daughters of
chiefs, belong to a ruling house, they are dependent on powerful patrons or act on behalf of
the chiefs. How these people make sense of the life they find themselves in, what meaning
they give to its often dreadful turnarounds, should be of central interest for a social science
that aims to contribute to a more general understanding of power, social domination and
subjugation.
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